Edits to BUSM 2 Overall Block Diagram

9/14
FALL
CV Module –
9/15 - case discussion added 8-9:50
9/20 – lectures end at 10:30
9/21- case discussion removed, lecture ends at 11:20
9/28 – review session from 12:30-1:50

GI Module
11/1 – class ends at 11:30, with large group case discussion in Keefer
11/2 – class ends at 11:30
11/4 – class ends at 11:30, with a large group case discussion in Keefer
11/8 – lecture ends at 11:30 with Review 1
11/9 – lecture ends at 11:30 with large group case discussion in Keefer
11/15 – Case discussions removed, large group case discussion from 9:15-10, lecture ends at 10:50.
11/16 – Case discussions added, lecture ends with Review 2 at 11:15.